Vocabulary
Chapter 4 Men of Destiny

1. colloquial
2. divergent
3. egalitarian
4. engendered
5. entourage
6. facade
7. garnered
8. homogeneous
9. indolent
10. impudent
11. mentor
12. nominal
13. noxious
14. protégé

Questions Chapter 4
Men of Destiny

1. What profession did Andrew Jackson’s mother hope for her son?
2. What two things did the colonies have in common?
3. Why did Great Britain tax the colonies?
4. What was the cause or trigger of both the American and Texan Revolutions?
5. What profession did Jackson decide on?
6. Where did he settle?
7. When did Jackson get his longed-for “fair fight” with the British?
8. What was Lieutenant Houston’s job or role in Washington in 1818?
9. How did the government tend to deal with Indians?
10. What did Houston decide on for a career after he left the army?
11. When Moses Austin arrived in Missouri in 1797, what flag flew over the region?
12. What event made Moses Austin think that trade with Texas/New Spain might be
profitable?
13. What convinced Austin that colonization was a better idea than trade?
14. Who interceded for Moses Austin in San Antonio?
15. How many families would be given land under the conditions of the Austins’ first
empresario contract?

Discussion/Essay Questions chapter 4
Men of Destiny

1. Describe the character of Andrew Jackson. What things did he value? What kind of
reputation did he have?

2. What is the “rule of law”? Explain the role of the “rule of law” in the American
Revolution.

3. Describe the differences in class structure that developed between the colonies and
Britain. How did these differences come about?

4. Describe Sam Houston’s actions as an Indian agent. Why did he resign?

5. Describe the difficulty Moses Austin had in San Antonio and explain how the Spanish
government was persuaded to give him an empresario contract.

Test Chapter 4: Men of Destiny

Name________________________

Matching
_____1. divergent

A. gathered or collected

_____2. egalitarian

B. appearance

_____3. façade

C. in name only

_____4. indolent

D. belief in equality

_____5. nominal

E. having gone in different directions
F. avoiding work; idle, lazy

Multiple Choice

_____1. Andrew Jackson finally settled on a career in
A. the military
B. law
C. horse racing
D. politics
_____2. Great Britain taxed the American colonies
A.
B.
C.
D.

in order to pay for her navy
in order to pay off war debt
in order to show the colonies who was boss
in order to finance further exploration

_____3. When Moses Austin arrived in present-day Missouri, what flag flew over that
region?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Spain
France
Mexico
United States

_____4. What convinced Moses Austin that colonization was a better idea than trade?
A.
B.
C.
D.

trade was riskier
there were many Americans looking for cheap land
Spain had a new Constitution
the Treaty of Onis had made land titles secure and undisputed

_____5. How many families would be given land under Moses Austin’s empresario
contract?
A.
B.
C.
D.

one dozen
30
300
3000

Essay
1. What is the “rule of law”? How is the concept of “rule of law” important in
understanding the American Revolution?

2. Describe the differences in class structure that had developed between the colonies and
Great Britain. How did these differences come about?

3. Describe Sam Houston’s actions as an Indian subagent. Why did he resign?

